The history of the Court of Chancery is bookmarked by game-changing judicial officers (e.g., Chancellor Seitz), hot-button issues and trends (e.g., the takeover decade), and landmark decisions corporate practitioners can quote with ease (e.g., Revlon). Time will tell how history judges the now: the busted-deal era; the SPAC attack epoch; the McDonald's age.

But here's what we do know. The Court is guided by the skillful hands of its first female Chancellor, supported by a majority female bench, all of us working at breakneck pace to address the Court's ever-growing docket. We also have the timely, thorough, and diligent scholarship of this publication, which provides a service to corporate law enthusiasts, observers, and practitioners everywhere.

I expect like my service on the Delaware Journal of Corporate Law, my service on the Court will be but a blip in its longstanding, incredible history. Nevertheless, it is my honor and privilege to serve and to be invited back to welcome you to the Journal's latest issue: Volume 47, Issue 3.